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SUMMARY- ^h® results of the .investigation of joints obtained by diffusion
and friction welding are presented.

RESUME • ° n a presente les resultats des etudes des assemblages de soudage
nbtenus a láide dxa soudage a diffusion et du soudage par friction-.

?ne development of new types of soldering and welding
f friction,vacuum diffusion welding,etc) has been caused by the neces-
sity of jointing pieces of complex configuration made of homogeneous
or different materials. The nec.uliarity of such ^ol^ts consists in
the nr»spnco of tr nzition zones containing brittle intermetallic
components,flaws such as macro- and microdiscontinuities,sometimes
filled with oxides and zones with nonuniform structure.

Tn order to develop methods of testing,the investigation
was conducted on joints,obtained by vacuum diffusion welding and
friction welding of composition pairs steel + steel, Ti + Ti, Cu +
steel, Cu + Ni, Cu + As, bronze + Ag, bronze + steel, Al + steel,
etc.,where the characteristic impedances (PC.) differ by approxi-
mately 6O9¿. The possibility of testing some assemblies by echo and
transmission-echo methods, using bulk waves and Lamb waves (strictlv
the teriT) can be used for waves,propagating in layers with free
boundaries; this is occurence in the case of large flaws). The dif-
fusion welds of rods having 10 • 15 mm in diameter with cylindrical
casings and of massive blocks with bronze sleeves have been tested.
The thickeness of casings and sleeves were 1 + 2 mm. The friction
weld testing was conducted on assemblies such as rods 30-60 mm.

The peculiarity of testing items made of different materials
lie in the presence of echo pulses from interfaces between materi-
als having differentjOC values. When testing by the echo pulse
method a weld between materials with jOC values differing by more
than 10°,< there appear interference signa Is, commensurable with the
signals from inadmissable flaws.

In view of this,when using tandem or transmitter-receiver
probes the size of flaws is evaluated not only by the echo pulses
amplitude,but also by the form of its envelope (fig.1). Changing
of the envelope form is typical for the case of multiple reflected
pulses (as used by the reverberation method),appearing in a layer,
where the time of their propagation exceeds thé width of the trans-
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mitted pulse and for Lamb waves. If the .joint is flawless,the
envelope peak ahifts towards the main pulse.

The use of longitudinal waves has shown reliable detection
of lack of fusion with areas 5 •*• 10 mm^ at frequencies 2 - 2 0 W
Flaws of smaller sizes (tens of ¡M) were detected only at upper
frequencies of this range. For example,flaws of 0,2 - 0,3 mm'in
size and having openines less than one micron were detected in
weldings of construction steels when the distance to the weld
under kO mm. The ratio between the signal and structural noise
was 6 dP.

The flaw sizes and the changes in the weld microstructure
(apnearance of brittle components) were evaluated by the use of
the ratio of signals,reflected from the weld and from the opposite
surface of the assembly. When testing welds of different materials
it is essential to decide from which materials the weld showed be
sounded, ^or example,reverberation signals caused by magnium micro-
porisity and obscuring the echo pulses from flaws appear when
testing friction welds between aluminium and magnium alloys if the
.joint is sounded from the magnium side. .Sounding from the alumi-
nium side reduces the noise two or three times and increases the
reliability of flaw detection. The use of frequencies about. 15 -
20 MHz favoured the detection of groups of micropores in the boun-
dary .joint.

The influence of structural reverberation interference
taking the form of primary and secondary scattering (i.e. repeated
scattering of single scattered waves) on the signal noise ratio
was investigated. Ve found out,that one of the possibles pricedu-
res of suppresing the secondary reverberation noises consists in
the use of separate transmitters and receivers of vibrations,the
directivity diagrams of which intersect in the test zone. Such a
procedure is effective for testing of welds of rod structure^,
when the vibrations are separately introduced and received on the
side surfaces of the sample.

For testing bimetallic .joints with transmitter-receiver (itc, ¿)
probes we established that between the form of the received Tairb
waves signals and the condition and quality of the .joint there is
an unambiguous dependance. The essesstment of the .joint quality
can be made by using the value of the peak shifting of the echo
signal as well as considering the amplitude value; in order to
increase the resolution the piezoelectric element dimensions along
the transmission-reception direction should be reduced. In this
case the width of received pulse is determined according to the
expression

c sin c cost?

where Tu - duration of the transmitted pulse,
c - velocity of the longitudinal waves,
0 - angle of incidence

The calculated forms of the echo signal,reflected from the
zones containing high quality .joints and the lack of fusion between
the layers,were checked experimentally ' using transmitter-
receiver probes,where the dimensions of piezoelectric elements
were from 1 x 3 mm to 3 x 3 mnïirThe exciting pulse of exponential-
shape generated a wide-band acoustic signal,as a receiver was used
a narrow-band resonance amplifier with adjustable frequency within
10 to 20 MHz. The calculated theoretical form coincides with the
experimentally obtained one for the .joint Ag + Cu.
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We established that testing of bimetallic structure of a thin-
walled bronze sleeve type,welded with a massive block,was more
effective at the critical frequencies of Lamb waves and at an
angle of 7 - 8° of inclination of the transmitter-receiver probes,
i,p. when the resonance of the layer was established. The method
nan be used for testing: of thin-layer Joints (sleeves casings)
with a massive foundation even at significant J>C difference.
Fcho pulses reflected from the interface are small in amplitude
and approximately of the same magnitude with the structural noise.
The explanation is that the vibrations in the external layer expe-
rience multiple reflections prior to reaching the receiver. At
each reflection thev are reduced by the amount of the transmission
coefficient (fig.2) and consequently the summary signal at the
receiver is small. In the case of flaw is a discontinuity,for
instance,the transmission coefficient is near 0 and the signal
amplitude increases. The correct choice of operating frequency,
probe dimensions,spacing between the transmitter and receiver
probes provides a high sensitivity of the method.

V'e developed special transmitter-receiver probes for testing
of ,ioint quality of bronze sleeves with a steel block by scanning
the internal surface of a sleeve (fig.4) as well as the arrange-
ment for mechanization of testing. The testing is carried out at
the frequency of 5 MHz with a scanning pitch of 1 mm,a thin oil
layer providing the acoustical coupling. Flaws such as lack of
fusion and cracks with areas as small as one to some tens of mm2

have been detected.
The probe construction and the parameters of the electronic

devices provide adequate suppresion of interference signals from
holes in structure.

The developed technique is also used for testing of pressure
transducers,cathodes of electrovacuum devices and other assemblies,
made by vacuum diffusion welding,as well as of items with joints
obtained by soldering,brazing and friction welding.
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Figure 1. Form of envelope of the multiple reflections (a)
and of echo pulse when using by Lamb waves (b):
1. Main bang signal
2. Envelope far good quality joint
3. Envelope for lack of fusion.
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?. Ultrasonic vibration
in the interface 1fver nf a
bimetallic joint.

b) 3 x 1 mm

Figure 3. Dependence ofZ^on the dimension
of piezoelectric elements
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vipure k. T-siy-out of testing and section of probe:
1 - bronze sleeve
2 - steel casing
3 - transmitter receiver
4 - junction cables
5 - holes in structure.
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